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ONE
CORPORATE EARNINGS
THE BOTTOM LINE IS 'EARNINGS DRIVE EQUITY PRICES'

INVESTMENT THESIS

Positive earnings growth in 2020 should lead to positive equity returns, but be selective, as not all equities are the
same.

The bottom line, also known as earnings, is one of
the most important factors to analyze when making
investment decisions. Our equity strategies have an
earnings bias, as four of the nine factors we invest in
are earnings related: earnings momentum, earnings
revisions, earnings surprise and earnings variability.
After an earnings recession in 2016, we have experienced
three consecutive years of earnings growth in North
America. With that said, earnings are growing but the
rate of growth is slowing. In Canada, measured by the
S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index, earnings growth
was 17.4% in 2017, 19.9% in 2018, but decelerated to 0.7%
in 2019 and is expected to reaccelerate to 6.3% in 2020.
In the U.S., measured by the S&P 500 Index, earnings
growth was 11.5% in 2017, 23.6% in 2018, but decelerated
to 4.4% in 2019 and is expected to reaccelerate to 8.0%
in 2020. History tells us that earnings forecasts are
usually revised lower as the year progresses; 2020 will
not be different, but we expect the rate of growth to
remain positive.

Although earnings growth is slowing, central banks
around the world have been cutting interest rates and
this type of monetary policy is typically supportive of
earnings growth. Corporate earnings are expected to
grow, as accommodative monetary policy should result
in higher revenues and lower expenses. For example, a
low interest rate environment will encourage consumers
to borrow and spend, a positive impact on revenues,
and reduce interest payments, a positive impact on
expenses.
However, expect a lag between cutting interest rates and
earnings growth, as it takes time for the positive effects
of lower interest rates to flow through a company’s
financials. With that said, earnings growth, on average,
has a positive correlation to equity prices, and we expect
equity markets to deliver positive returns in 2020.
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TWO
GLOBAL CENTRAL BANKS
SHIFTING INTO NEUTRAL

INVESTMENT THESIS

Interest rates are likely to grind marginally higher as global trade conflict is gradually resolved. However, with central
banks on hold, we are unlikely to see the same level of volatility in interest rates in 2020. Anticipate modest returns in
fixed income beyond the current running yield offered.

Although 2019 was anticipated to be a year of
tightening financial conditions, the outcome was quite
the opposite. At the beginning of the year, expectations
were for the U.S. Federal Reserve to increase interest
rates, however they ended up decreasing the Federal
Funds rate three times for a total of 0.75%. By doing
so, many other central banks around the world were
influenced to follow suit and lower their overnight
central bank rates. Overall, this helped support equity
markets and other risk assets around the world. The
Bank of Canada was one of the main exceptions, with
Governor Stephen Poloz leaving the overnight rate
unchanged at 1.75% since October of 2018.
7.0%

The pivot away from tightening financial conditions to
easing was in response to slowing global growth and as a
form of insurance to the negative economic implications
of the on-going global trade disputes. As we look out
to 2020, markets are now anticipating both the U.S.
Federal Reserve and the Bank of Canada to remain on
the sidelines. Given the global central bank response, it
is now time to wait and see if the economic stimulus can
reinvigorate growth. Admittedly, any outlook, including
the outlook for interest rates, is heavily dependent on
the outcome of the U.S. China trade war. However, we
anticipate global Central Banks to be much less active
in 2020.
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THREE
THE US ELECTION
TRUMP, IMPEACHMENT AND THE CAMPAIGN TRAIL

INVESTMENT THESIS

Despite the marginal risk the U.S. election and campaign “noise” will contribute, investors should maintain a level of
exposure to the U.S. stock market. However, given the current valuation risk and relative expensiveness of the U.S.
market, active security selection within U.S. equities will be critical in 2020.

President Trump’s re-election is based on two related
factors – the economy and the stock market. As long
as both are strong and headed higher, his probability
of re-election is high. In 1992, President Clinton’s chief
strategist coined the term “The economy, stupid” in his
election campaign against the incumbent President
George H.W. Bush. Americans continue to vote with
their pocketbooks during presidential elections. Despite
an approval rate of 41.6% - the lowest of the polling era
presidents (see Table 1), the President uses the stock
market as a proxy for his results and approval. Since
November 9th, 2016 (the day after the election), the
S&P 500 Index is up 62% to January 14, 2020.
Given that the tax cuts implemented in 2017 started a
huge stock market rally and mostly benefited the wealthy
and corporations, President Trump will use the same
playbook and announce a middle tax cut. In addition,
he’s likely to announce a US$1.5 trillion infrastructure
plan to further boost the economy heading into the
election.

Moody’s Analytics recently published its 2020
Presidential Election Model. The Model has been back
tested to the 1980 Ronald Regan-Jimmy Carter election
and correctly predicted every presidential election
since, except for 2016 due to higher than expected voter
turnout for Republicans and lower for the Democrats.
The Model focuses on five political and five economic
variables under three different economic models (see
Table 2). Using the outcome of the three models and
assuming no U.S. recession in 2020, Moody’s predicts
that President Trump will be re-elected unless the
Democrats can turn out a record number of voters.

Trump's Approval Is Low but Stable:
Historical Range of Approval Ratings for
US Presidents, %

Table 1

With the election less than 10 months away and the
impeachment process well under way, President
Trump’s re-election playbook is clear – win at all costs.
We expect the Democrat controlled U.S. House of
Representatives to impeach President Trump. However,
we anticipate that the Republican controlled Senate trial
will acquit the President based on their party support,
interpretation of the evidence and the closeness of
the presidential election - meaning if he’s guilty let the
voters decide.
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Summary of the Moody’s Analytics 2020 Presidential Election Models

Table 2

Pocketbook Model

6

Stock Market Model

Unemployment Model

POLITICAL VARIABLES
Non-incumbent Party Turnout, %
Previous Share of The Vote, %
Fatigue
Democratic Incumbents
President’s National Approval Rating, 2-Yr Ppt Change
ECONOMIC VARIABLES
U.S. Gas Prices, 1-Yr % Change
Real Income Per Household, 2-Yr % Change
Nominal House Prices, 2-Yr % Change
S&P 500, 1-Yr % Change
Unemployment Rate, 2-Qtr Ppt Change
Source: Gallup, Moody's Analytics
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FOUR
GEO-POLITICAL JOUSTING
US-CHINA TRADE WAR AND THE ECONOMIC HANGOVER

INVESTMENT THESIS

Expect a post-trade war resolution rally in equity markets early in 2020, but trim equity exposure post rally, as the
economic hangover is likely to persist throughout the year.

Cause-and-effect is a straightforward concept; one
event occurring leads to a specific consequence.
However, as the number of variables and simultaneous
events increases, it can be easy to misunderstand the
true cause of an outcome. This may be the case with the
current slowing of China’s economy. China’s growth rate
slowed to an annual rate of 6.0%, the lowest economic
growth rate since records began 27 years ago in 1992.
Naturally, President Donald Trump and the White House
have been quick to take credit for the slowing of China’s
economy. However, the facts don’t support his claims.
The calculations are quite complicated and equally
as mundane, so we won’t drag you through the
mathematical mud. That said, let’s address three specific
notions. First and foremost, it is the U.S. taxpayer that
bears the burden of the tariffs more so than China’s
economy. The cost of tariffs is passed through to the
consumer by way of a higher price tag. Secondly, when
adjusting the impact in value-added terms, which is
more relevant to GDP growth, the impact on China’s
economy is even lower. Lastly, it is the deadweight
loss, the inefficient allocation of resources, that has the
real impact. Consider this, China only increased tariffs
on goods that it can’t easily source from other global
regions. So, the deadweight loss to China was virtually
nil. However, the U.S. imposed tariffs on all Chinese
imports, some of which it can not economically source

elsewhere. China has approached the trade war with
a scalpel while President Trump has been swinging
with a sledgehammer. Assessing the impact on the
economy while considering deadweight loss, China’s
GDP growth is estimated to be negatively impacted by
0.4% compared to 1.0% for the U.S.
Independent of the actual impact to each economy, the
trade dispute has been weighing heavily on investor
sentiment. Market reactions to trade war news flow has
made it apparent that any form of resolution is likely to
cause a short-term tail wind for global equity markets.
The U.S. is incentivized to resolve the trade war, here’s
why:
•
•
•

The U.S. is losing the trade war based on their
respective impacts on growth
A trade war resolution is likely to cause a rally in the
equity markets
President Trump’s odds of re-election are said to
improve if a trade resolution is achieved

Whether or not President Trump is able to shelve his ego
and move forward for the greater good of his nation,
only time will tell. If it means re-election, we think the
odds would favor a resolution early in 2020.

US-China Trade War Tariffs: An Up-to-Date Chart
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Falling Unemployment Rate
Across Developed Markets
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INVESTMENT THESIS

With the global labor market historically tight, expect
investors to remain slightly on edge, lending to
heightened equity market volatility. Maintain exposure to
companies that have proven track records in sustaining
their earnings potential in both strong and soft economic
conditions.

So, how does this translate into an investible economic
variable?
As the global labor market remains at a 40 year low,
one should expect slower economic growth to prevail at
some point in the near future. More specifically, global
institutional investors are aware of how the global labor
market impacts the economic cycle, and will be quicker
to react to negative economic data flow.
8
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The labor market cycle is critical for economic growth
and equity markets alike. As the slack in the global labor
market slowly evaporates over a very long-time frame,
the global economy becomes increasingly susceptible
to an economic slowdown. This seems counterintuitive,
as a strong labor market should be positive for the
economy. Although this is true, consider a scenario.
You have ten individuals in a boat, but none of them
will paddle unless they’re hired to do so. As you hire
the first individual, the boat will start moving. When
you hire the second, the boat’s pace will increase. Each
incremental paddler will improve the pace at which the
boat is moving. However, once you get to the eighth and
ninth rower, the marginal impact on the boat’s speed is
decreasing. This is a very simple illustration for the “Law
of Diminishing Returns”. Although the global economy
is much more complex, the same notion applies. The
economy’s growth rate is all about the rate of change,
similar to the speed of the boat. So, if the number of
individuals who are not working is at an extreme low
and there are fewer and fewer individuals that can be
added to the global labor force, it becomes difficult for
the global economy to sustain it’s growth rate.
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EMERGING MARKETS
ALSO BENEFIT
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INVESTMENT THESIS

150
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+106%

We recommend investors have exposure to emerging
market growth through both a core Canadian equity
exposure and a tactical exposure to Emerging Market
equities.
The Canadian exposure provides strong
correlated returns without the currency or headline
risk and the tax benefits of Canadian dividends. While
the emerging market equity exposure provides the
opportunity to re-balance based on tactical trading
opportunities related to market corrections and headline
risks.

Emerging market stocks are trading at a significant
discount to developed markets based on historical
valuation ranges and to the U.S. stock market. In
addition, emerging markets are expected to have the
highest earnings growth rate at 14.6% vs. 9.5% for
U.S. stocks, 9.1% for Europe and 6.2% for Canada. The
main catalysts for emerging markets will be a peaceful
resolution to the protests in Hong Kong and the signing
of the first phase of the U.S.- China trade deal.
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Historically, Canadian equity returns have had a
strong correlation to emerging markets returns. As
seen on Chart 2, on a year/year basis Canadian stocks
have typically tracked emerging markets due to our
heavy resources weight in the TSX Index. Although
correlations have declined from approximately 90%
to 70% over the last few years (see Chart 3), on a risk
adjusted and currency basis, Canadian stocks remain an
attractive play on emerging market growth.
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As shown on Chart 1, the US stock market as represented
by the S&P 500 Index has significantly outperformed
International stock markets since early 2009. As result,
the U.S. stock market is considerably more expensive
than the rest of the world.
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SEVEN
SECTOR ALLOCATION
THE LARGEST SECTORS NEED TO PULL THEIR WEIGHT

INVESTMENT THESIS

The divergence in performance from sector to sector in 2019 could result in sector rotation in 2020.

The S&P/TSX Composite Total Return Index (S&P/TSX)
delivered strong returns in 2019, up 22.8%. Defensive
and interest rate sensitive sectors outperformed, as
macroeconomic risks intensified and central banks
around the world cut interest rates. Gold producers
were up 42.8%, utilities were up 37.5%, pipelines were
up 34.5%, and real estate was up 22.8%. The best
performing sector, neither defensive nor interest rate
sensitive, was information technology, up 64.9%.
In 2020, we would not expect the same out-performance
by the defensive and interest rate sensitive sectors.
Although gold is an interesting investment at this stage
of the economic cycle, we would be surprised if gold
producers continued their upward trend. With that said,
gold producers have a tendency of generating strong
returns in the first half of the year. There is speculation
that the Bank of Canada will cut interest rates in 2020
and interest rate sensitive sectors have likely priced this
in.

If the S&P/TSX delivers a positive return in 2020, we
believe oil and gas and base metal producers along
with banks, which make up approximately a third of
the S&P/TSX, will need to pull their weight. These
sectors significantly underperformed in 2019 and in
some cases finished the year in negative territory. From
a fundamental perspective, resource companies are
challenged but fundamentals are improving, and current
valuations are attractive. Although lower interest rates
have a negative impact on the bank’s net interest
margins, they will expand their loan portfolios. Lastly,
the communication services sector was the only interest
rate sensitive sector that underperformed in 2019 and
we believe this sector offers value for those investors
looking for yield in a low interest rate environment.

S&P/TSX Composite Index - Sector Performance
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EIGHT
ESG INVESTING
EMERGENCE OF A NEW INVESTMENT FRAMEWORK

INVESTMENT THESIS

ESG investing is a growing trend among asset managers and is becoming a more relevant consideration for institutional
pools of capital. Our investment process, however, remains ESG agnostic and is focused on the key investment
factors that will provide our clients with the optimal risk and return outcome. However, we are being mindful that the
ESG framework may begin impacting capital markets in the not so distant future and will continue to monitor these
developments.
ESG (Environmental, social, and governance) investing
is a growing interest for many investors and as a result,
asset managers have had to become increasingly
aware of a target investment’s ESG policies and how
those policies could affect its return potential. ESG
investing is essentially an additional set of constraints
that an investor would apply to their screening process
of a potential investment to identify potential risks
and opportunities that could arise from a favorable
or unfavorable ESG policy. This enhanced screening
process adds an additional level of scrutiny that purely
fundamental or technical economic data may not
recognize. Interestingly, although once thought of as a
detriment to an investor’s return profile, an ESG screen
is now becoming just as trusted a profitability guideline
as other more traditional financial metrics.
The environmental aspect of ESG is probably the one
that will resonate the strongest with most, given it is
increasingly dissected and debated in the media and
politics alike. It has been estimated that the present
value at risk (VaR) of managed assets due to climate
change alone is US$4.2 trillion, and Bank of England

Governor, Mark Carney, has recently stated that
companies and industries that are not moving towards
zero-carbon emissions will be “punished by investors
and go bankrupt”. A global financial collapse has even
been debated since large global financial institutions
would be saddled with the risky and devalued debt of
the world’s worst offenders. More and more frequent
extreme weather scenarios brought on by climate
change will continue to put pressure on banks and
insurance agencies. The stranded assets that would
result from underutilized or obsolete industries and
materials will end up on these companies’ balance
sheets at much lower values, directly affecting company
profitability and investor returns.
Although still considered a fad investing concept by
some, the amount of assets flowing directly into ESGmanaged portfolios would suggest otherwise, with
some estimates now as high as $70 trillion worldwide.
This lends credence to the notion that ESG investing
is in fact here to stay, as it continues to directly affect
corporate earnings as investor sentiment evolves.

Institutional Investments in ESG
Assets by Investor Type as of 2018
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NINE
CANNABIS
GROWING LIKE A WEED

INVESTMENT THESIS

Invest in fundamentals, not on hype. Cannabis is possibly the largest growth opportunity in our lifetime, but the recent
volatility highlights the importance of active management and diversification.

Despite the recent volatility, the cannabis industry
continues to offer attractive fundamentals that have
the potential to generate strong returns over the longterm. However, investing in cannabis has become
more challenging, as the hype has faded. Investors
have realized that hype will only go so far and that
fundamentals will drive long-term returns. As the
industry matures, there will be many companies that
succeed but many more that fail, which highlights the
importance of active management and diversification.
In 2019, the Horizons Marijuana Life Sciences Index
increased 64.8% from the beginning of January to the
peak in March. This impressive performance was followed
by volatility and the index lost 59.9% of its value from
the peak in March to the end of December. In Canada,
the sources of volatility include, but are not limited to,
companies overpromising and underdelivering on a
number of variables, a bottleneck in the retail segment
of the value chain, the possibility of commoditization,
several reported deaths from vaping and limited access
to capital. This is just a sample of the growing pains
that the industry is currently experiencing, but if you
focus on the fundamentals, they are improving.

To quantify the opportunity, global legal cannabis sales
were approximately USD $11 billion1 in 2018 and the
total addressable market is estimated to be USD $344
billion2. Today, there are over fifty countries that have
legalized medical cannabis and six of these countries
have legalized recreational cannabis. The opportunity is
not isolated to North America; an increasing number of
countries are working towards legalizing and regulating
cannabis as clinical trials are expected to support the
efficacy of medical cannabis and the stigma associated
with cannabis fades. Cannabis is a legitimate industry
that is gaining momentum.
Investing in an emerging industry like cannabis is
difficult, as it is evolving at a rapid rate. Investing
in cannabis has shifted from funded capacity or
cultivation to other segments of the value chain and the
supporting ancillary businesses. Although revenues are
important, balance sheet strength and profitability are
more important. Lastly, don’t invest in an idea, invest in
management teams that have the expertise to execute
on an idea.

Revenue

Industry Life Cycle

USD
$344B

2

USD
$11B

1
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Source: Chart created by Matco Financial, data sourced from:
1 BDS Analytics – Will Global Legal Cannabis Spending Exceed $40 billion by 2024? (June 20, 2019)
2 New Frontier Data – The Global Cannabis Report, 2019 Industry Outlook (2019)
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TEN
STRATEGIC ASSET MIX
AMID NOISE, STICK TO THE PROCESS

INVESTMENT THESIS

As the Strategic Asset Mix Committee condenses the balance of risks and opportunities, we see opportunities in the
marketplace, but overall a greater degree of portfolio protection remains appropriate given that the risks marginally
outweigh the opportunities.

Portfolio construction is a principle that is central to
investment management. Although it is often the first
thing an individual learns when they begin their journey
as an investor, it is worth revisiting.
When we discuss strategic asset mix, what we’re
really referring to is the level of risky assets in one’s
portfolio relative to the amount of conservative assets.
An investor’s strategic asset mix is determined by a
combination of their risk profile and the economic
outlook. The investor’s risk profile determines the
baseline asset mix, and the economic outlook can lend
to modest adjustments from that starting point.
How does one determine their baseline asset mix? Well,
that’s where Matco can help. We have a disciplined
process that can help determine the appropriate asset
mix for an investor’s portfolio.
How does one determine if adjustments to that asset
mix should be considered? Thankfully, that’s also where
Matco can assist. Our strategic asset mix committee
meets frequently to assess and condense boring
economic data that we find extremely interesting;
someone has to, right?

Positives:
• Global labor markets are extremely healthy
• Global central banks seem determined to sustain the
economic expansion by lowering interest rates
• Governments are doing their part by increasing
government spending
Negatives:
• Equity market valuations are expensive relative to
historic averages, particularly in the U.S.
• North American corporate earnings have slowed to
a stall-speed
• A slowdown in global manufacturing activity is
weighing on global growth
• North American corporations are carrying higher
levels of debt relative to historic norms
• Geo-political risks remain elevated
An assessment of these economic risks and opportunities
lends to whether the committee is pressing on the
accelerator or tapping the brake. The strategic asset mix
committee views a corner on the horizon, and would
favor decelerating as we enter the curve, increasing the
probability of solid traction through the turn.

With that in mind, the below economic factors are
contributing to the strategic asset mix committees
outlook:

RISK
BRAKE
BONDS

OPPORTUNITY
ACCELERATOR
EQUITIES
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Source: Matco Financial
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Founded in 2006 to manage and service seven family offices, today Matco
offers the benefits of our extensive investment management experience to
individual investors, foundations, endowments, condominium corporations,
trusts, corporations and not-for-profit organizations.
Our mission is to simplify the investment world for our clients by
understanding their needs and providing exceptional investment solutions
that preserve and grow capital.

DISCLAIMER:
Matco provides investment advisory services to investors on a discretionary basis through mutual funds
and separately managed accounts. All statements made in this communication are strictly beliefs and
points of view held by Matco. Matco has prepared this communication based on information available
to it, including information derived from public sources that have not been independently verified.
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of its contents, however no representation or warranty, express or implied, is provided in relation to the fairness, accuracy, correctness, completeness or
reliability of the information, opinions or conclusions expressed herein. This communication is intended
for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer to buy or sell our products or services,
nor is this an offer or solicitation by anyone in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not
authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such and offer or solicitation.
All statements that look forward in time or include anything other than historical information are subject to risks and uncertainties and are not guarantees of future performance. Investors should not rely
on forward looking statements. Actual results, actions or events, could differ materially from those set
forth in the forward looking statements.

